A SILVER NIGHTMARE
Presented January 2013 by Charles Savoie

http://silverstealers.net/tss.html
(Updated with 325 illustrations, the most penetrating overview of silver
suppression in the world.)
100% free access! Your property rights mean more to me than my making a
buck off you!
I’m one of 2 long commentators ever cited by the Silver Users Association,
January 2006 Washington Report.
And cited in “Silver Prospects and Perspectives” by Janardhan Rao of the
Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts of India University Press, 2004.

THE
PILGRIMS
SOCIETY

“HIC ET UBIQUE” (here and
everywhere)
!!666 Hell 666!!
“The Seizure Of The wealth
necessary”

(NOTE---what follows is a FICTIONALIZED ACCOUNT of an executive committee
meeting of this organization that does exist. I believe they will stop at nothing to
remove our precious metals from our ownership and our guns! “The Final Secret
of Pearl Harbor” http://www.amazon.com/Final-Secret-Pearl-HarborTheobald/dp/0815955030 is an account by admiral Robert Theobald as to how
Franklin Roosevelt allowed the Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor to be
excuse for America to enter World War II on the side of England. In “The Pilgrims
of Great Britain,” 2002, pages 30-31, the group states they organized building the
Franklin Roosevelt Memorial Statue in Grosvenor Square, London. The Chicago

Tribune, December 6, 1945, reported that The Earl of Jowitt, who became Lord
High Chancellor of Great Britain in 1945, said of the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, “thank God for that,” naturally the Tribune left out that Jowitt was a
member of The Pilgrims of Great Britain. Thomas Kean, who chaired the 911
Commission, is a member of The Pilgrims of the United States).
*******************************************************************
**
Mr. Drexel---“When Mr. Whitehead arrives the executive committee session will
begin.”
Mr. Volcker---“He’s just arrived, the meeting is called to order concerning the
matter of silver hoarding in the United States.”
Mr. Kissinger---“Foreign relations, nuclear, food and pharmaceuticals are more
my area of concern but I’m available for consultation. Shift of power from West
to East and North may be addressed by encouragement of military campaigns on
the part of Russia and China against each other.”
Mr. Pulling---“Silver hoarders are a problem which must be dealt with, I think we
all know what needs to happen. As a member of the governing board of the
Franklin Roosevelt Institute, I cherish Mr. Roosevelt’s gutting actions against gold
and silver hoarders. My grandfather, Russell C. Leffingwell, chaired J.P. Morgan &
Company and our Council on Foreign Relations subsidiary, and my wife Eileen is a
former vice president of Tiffany & Company, Silver Users Association members.
By the way, Judge Patterson and I recently dined at the New York Yacht Club, we
laughed so hard over his dismissal of the silver antitrust lawsuit, I wondered if
we’d ever be able to swallow the filet mignon with saffron sauce and truffles!”
Mr. Drexel---“Yes Thomas, we thank you. We’re soon to lose ordinary control
over the silver price, the extraordinary measures of price controls and
nationalization are on the agenda, Presidential and Congressional classification of
silver, also palladium, platinum, palladium, rhodium and copper as strategic war
material, crisis conditions and national emergency will justify the actions.”

Mr. Gerard---“Foreign relations and diplomatic affairs are my strong points, I’ve
prepared suitable memorandum for the Secretary of State for transmission to all
embassies in silver producing nations, as our member Secretary of State Rogers
did in 1971, and for the next press conference.”
Mr. Warner---“I believe we’ve all been briefed by the investigative panel at
Brookings Institution regarding the impudent agitators for a free market in silver,
their pesky allegations of manipulation, their impertinent activities regarding the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission and many other of our associated
entities here and overseas. In particular, this meddling upstart Savoie, with his
Silver Stealers presentation, is an embarrassing overview of our transcontinental
metals interventions for over a century. We counted on maintaining our
profoundly low profile as an organization, for at least several more generations.
Our shrouds have been stripped from us if too many people read it, the Internet is
becoming a severe risk to our seclusion. After 7 years of agitation on Savoie’s
part and that of his European counterpart, Van Der Reijden, we were forced to
the necessity of opening a website in mid-2011. The only positive remark about
this potentially hindering situation is that the majority of the leadership in gold
and silver long community has ignored his findings as potentially extremist. Their
raving about Goldman Sachs, MorganChase, the Fed, Treasury, HSBC, Bank of
England and other of our entities is irritating, but his targeting our private
organization hurts like a wasp sting. It’s funny seeing them use words like cabal
to evade conspiracy allegations as out of style. If only those he’s trying to help
and who have ostracized him knew, we’ve hurt them more deeply than this
Savoie has caught on to, he only has an inkling. I know we all find it deeply
disquieting. Still, over a dozen metals investing sites have mentioned his work,
with perhaps more to follow; I suggest selection of a panel of scholarly
researchers at Brookings or the Aspen Institute to see what can be done to close
him down, as a lawsuit would allow his attorneys the discovery process.
Unfortunately he opted to not charge a price to access his presentation, which
would have further restricted readership.”
Mr. Zirin---“Cobalt, tungsten and titanium are alternative jewelry metals, copper
is used as alloy with gold. What are the executive committee’s views as to

directing the jewelry industry towards use of these metals and prohibition against
use of gold, silver and platinum? The two large jewelry interests in the Silver
Users Association can be nudged into application of other metals. Mr. Volcker,
we appreciate the impressive outcome you achieved against the hick Hunt
brothers, your views as to how to optimally proceed on this array of issues are?”
Mr. Volcker---“We’re all agreed that the timing of a Presidential executive order
nationalizing gold and silver must intersect with a conflux of national and
international emergency situations, especially a military event in the Middle East
and the close of the dollar system. Defaults in silver deliveries by major shorts,
our fellow members, will be blamed on hoarders and renegade overseas
speculators illegally removing metal from the London market which was slated to
meet deliveries here. Short sellers delivery obligations will be expunged possibly
without cash resolution due to the aggravated emergency situation beyond their
control. Our media sources will bombard the public with details as to the
precedent for metals nationalization from the 1930’s, that the President regrets
the necessity of issuing the mandatory forfeiture order, the prices fixed under the
order will be posted low so as to discourage inflationary effect and penalize
attempts by the unpatriotic to capitalize on the nation’s misfortune, penalties for
noncompliance, deadlines, methods and means, surrender points, et cetera. Our
man Piers Morgan will do a great broadcast of it. We’re still in contact with the
London executive committee for their views as to certain of the particulars. Mr.
Agius and Mr. Flint have offered superb insights. For instance, a milder approach
to the nationalization has been evaluated, but largely discarded, that being, there
is no surrender deadline, but all gold and silver dealers must remit all metals
purchased to the Treasury Department and Homeland Security personnel will be
stationed in all outlets to guarantee compliance. We’re largely agreed that the
approach must be more aggressive than that in order to achieve maximum
financial damage to metals hoarders. Allowing capital formation outside our
influence circles cannot be tolerated. The Secretary Mr. Geithner, one of our
members in government service, is of course highly aware as to our personal
hoards here and overseas but will profess no public knowledge of these, or in any
Congressional hearings. Matters regarding the jewelry industry’s use of gold,

silver and platinum may require contemplation, but at the very least, limitations
should be imposed.”
Mr. Zirin---“My former boss was the son of Mr. Morgenthau, one of our earlier
members, who was Treasury Secretary and made a public example of a Wall
Street figure in the matter of his gold being seized. That shill operation worked
well to mislead the public into accepting Mr. Roosevelt as an enemy of Wall
Street. Of course, in addition to gold and gold certificates, we recovered over 113
million silver ounces from the public! A reprise of that gouge might yield a bigger
haul! Mr. Obama has put on an excellent front as being an adversary of the
wealthy by advocating elevated tax rates imposed on them. Naturally we the
phalanx rich have mazes of trusts and tax exempt foundations and overseas
entities to hide and shield our own income and holdings. He’s being quite useful
at trimming back the nonaligned rich, plain vanilla millionaires and the trusting
middle class, especially those who have no interest in details when once they’ve
seen a color they like. His unlawful election, thanks to his refusal in compliance
with our North American Union plans, to seal the southern border and allowing
hordes to enter from Mexico, and the votes of thanks he received for so doing,
was so zesty to behold.”
Mr. Pulling---“The Executive Order issued under national emergency situations
must include mandating all domestic silver production to go exclusively to the
Treasury Department, including directives against export of concentrate, dore and
bullion, and provisions against stockpiling these to hold out for higher prices, and
prohibition against suspension of mining operations, if we can sufficiently fan the
flames of the converging emergencies, nonviolent convicts may be pressed into
chain gang labor at the mineral sites. We should have our members on media
conglomerate boards institute a campaign of deceit against Americans, an appeal
to their misdefined patriotism, to turn in their gold jewelry items to the Treasury
Department---the same dupe type campaign that was so successful before in
South Korea.”
Mr. Whitehead---“As per the previous meeting, I assigned development of the
concept of a National Metals Agency to scholars at the Brookings Institution, with

consultation from a panel in the RAND Corporation. Joint purview over the
proposed NMA will be shared by the Department of the Interior, with its United
States Geological Survey division, and the Department of Defense. The NMA will
consolidate all silver and gold mining operations in the United States; however, a
transitional phase of price controls, interdiction of hoarders and speculators by
law enforcement personnel, coordinated from the Justice Department,
accompanied by windfall profits taxes on precious metals mining shares, appears
highly advisable.”
Mr. Windsor---“Mr. Drexel, I concur and add that United States silver eagle coins
from the Mint, should in no case be exempt from the surrender order. Your views
are?”
Mr. Drexel---“Sounds better than a chocolate meringue pie after a meal of braised
duck, burgundy wine and wild rice! All the little people who think the Democrat
party is out to help them will find themselves in the devil’s thorny embrace. The
NMA, run by a Metals Czar of our selection, is too tempting to leave simmering on
the back burner till another administration comes in. We have numerous Council
on Foreign Relations members suitable for the strategic post.”
Mr. Kissinger---“My esteemed colleagues of the executive committee, are we all
in accord that a major military incident in the Middle East should be capitalized
upon as the igniter for seizure of metals from the vast underclass and nonaligned
rich in the 50 states? It’s wretched; some of them are even hoarding zinc cents
evading dollar depreciation.”
(nods and grins)
Mr. Kissinger---“Mr. Gerard, you’ve been in touch with General Dempsey of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and with Admiral Greenert of Naval Operations?”
Mr. Gerard---“Those bases, if I may make a pun, have been well covered, and the
Commander in Chief has received detailed instructions from our esteemed
member, former Secretary of State George Shultz. We can wait until our
sanctions against Iran cause them to lash out, or some incident can shall we say,

be discreetly arranged? Possibly another airbus shot down in error? Admiral
Prueher, your input is?”
Admiral Prueher---“Having first been invited to join the Council on Foreign
Relations, and subsequently and more importantly, The Pilgrims Society, and
been accorded the high distinction of serving on this executive committee, I
appreciate that extraordinary measures are necessary, and that we may either
coax events into the desired synthesis, or more promptly hasten them along with
tactics inducing a rapid ripening of this fruit, so to speak. It appears most
propitious to use national defense as the pretext for seizing silver, in parallel with
developing geopolitical events centering on Iran.”
Mr. Volcker---“Part of the proposed nationalization order of forfeiture of gold and
silver will be seizure of all metals held in warehouse facilities in Manhattan,
Wilmington, and not overlooking private depositories elsewhere in the
continental United States. The President will issue the order on a Saturday
evening or Sunday afternoon, and all metals trading will be suspended. Force
majeure will be declared for the CME Group and its COMEX subsidiary. Mr. Duffy
and Mr. Hastert, two of our members on the CME board, can be depended on for
smooth outcome. All internet sellers of gold, silver, platinum and palladium will
find Homeland Security personnel waiting at the doorsteps of their enterprises.
In wartime emergency conditions, we can curtail just about every type of civil
right, including private property rights. In World War 2 we even had restrictions
on the amount of fabric that could be used in a woman’s dress.”
Mr. Dimon---“Thank you Paul. Then there’s the safe deposit box matter, not
overlooked in March 1933, nor this time either! As for noncompliant hoarders
with home safes, I suggest local police departments be given seizure percentage
to revv up the forfeiture program. Our good police in this nation are fond of
making statements such as, only narcotics dealers carry $100 bills, so their
mindset is already as we need it. For official purposes I suggest it should be useful
to announce that the Silver Users Association was consulted with relating to the
overly generous remuneration accorded the unpatriotic silver hoarders, inasmuch

as they are the experts in industrial use of silver, and Du Pont and Dow Chemical
especially are connected to American strategic military needs.”
Mr. Warner---“Uplifting suggestions from Mr. Dimon! May I add, the publicity
would be delectable if a domestic terrorist operation came to light which relies on
sacks of silver coins for its clandestine operations. Mr. Volcker, my latest briefing
is that we have plans being developed to prevent metals hoarders and those
holding associated shares, from transferring into collectibles such as diamonds
and colored gems, so that they will strongly be corralled into demand deposits
and cash, which our valuable member Mr. Bernanke will drastically vitiate over
several months time, what is the status of those plans? I know we all feel deeply
obligated to do no less than break even with the magnificent accomplishments of
our predecessors including Lord Irwin, who starting in 1926 presided over
wrecking the silver money systems of the Far East and India and caused the Great
Depression, under which so much wealth was transferred to our members while
many millions were in desperate straits.”
Mr. Volcker---“As chief member of the Group of 30 in the District of Columbia,
directive was issued to a panel of scholars funded by the Rockefeller Foundation
to address the problem of metals hoarders and speculators from fleeing into
collectibles. Securities accounts with gold and silver metals mining shares will be
frozen at appropriate juncture. The Internal Revenue division of the Treasury
Department has compiled extensive data identifying metals shareholders and
purchasers of physical metals. Dealer only diamond databases will tighten their
credential requirements for access. Or better still, an absolute moratorium
decreed for two years on new applicants. Postal and customs export import
authorities will intercept appropriate packages including those marked “machine
parts.” Secretary Napolitano of Homeland Security has been briefed by our
distinguished member Mr. Rockefeller Jr. and Senator Rockefeller our member
from West Virginia has briefed the Justice Department. The Senator has advised
appropriate national security officials about denying web access to at least
several hundred precious metals sites.”

Mr. Zirin---“The public will be told from many media outlets that in order to
financially rescue their country, gold speculators and hoarders must remit their
gold to the Treasury, and that for the protection of our armed forces personnel,
silver speculators and hoarders must remit their metal towards a new national
strategic metals stockpile. Naturally we have no intention of allowing precious
metals to circulate as currency or as barter money, severe penalties will be
prescribed, and lavish bounties provided for concerned citizens to denounce
those they know or suspect of being metals hoarders. Border security especially
with Canada must be tightened to prevent metals hoarders from transporting
silver by even such quaint methods as pack mules; all must be seized or
impounded. Mr. Whitehead, you had something you wanted to mention about
gold held by the University of Texas endowment fund?”
Mr. Whitehead---“Thank you James, yes, I’ve been in touch with officials and
advised them that conditionally, as a preliminary basis, their gold won’t be
expropriated, however, it remains subject to use by the Federal Reserve as
needed, in such circumstances, appropriate certificates will be issued to that
endowment fund. On the matter of moratorium on new applicants to interdealer
diamond databases, this is the proper approach. However, were it feasible, it
would be much better to allow them in, then set them up with purchases of
diamonds having problem issues; in other words, vastly overpaying when they
think they’re getting a steal! Web venues for gold and precious metals such as
EBAY will of course find those activities suspended. David Rockefeller Jr. and
Timothy Mellon, my primary contacts in those two grand old families, concur.”
Mr. Pulling---“Concurrent with all these suitable actions against precious metals
holders, I propose another pincer action against them be initiated, with assistance
from our friends in the American Psychiatric Association, who have long since
defined all manner of hoarding activities as mental illnesses, or disorders. We
also value their help in defining conspiracy theorists as unbalanced. We’ll
organize a communiqué from the APA that persons placing faith in gold and silver
rather than in the U.S. dollar are ill persons needing medical treatment. Even a
commitment case can be arranged, with concomitant high publicity. We can have
our members who are directors and chairmen of major pharmaceutical

corporations, set in motion the process of development of new psychiatric
medications for treatment of this metals hoarding mania. Local mental health
associations will broadcast the message in all 50 states. A stash of silver coins can
be added to the residence of the next mass shooter, to be discovered with
appropriate moral outrage. Send Von NotHaus to the nut house instead of
prison!”
Mr. Windsor---“Bravo Mr. Pulling! Making strong connections in media
commentaries of gun fanatics with silver hoarding and mental illness is spot on!
Speaking of states, you gentlemen realize that several states including Utah and
New Hampshire, have had festering movements among certain of their
malcontent legislators, to remonetize metals in their jurisdictions. This is yet
another instance in which we absolutely must see enforcement of the principle of
Federal law trumping state law.”
Mr. Gerard---“Too bad we can’t watch the metals hoarders when Obama issues
the forfeiture decree, it would be a kick seeing them seize up like a kid with a
peanut allergy!”

(PLEASE HELP STOP THIS NIGHTMARE FROM HAPPENING! SPREAD
WORD ABOUT THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY!)

http://silverstealers.ne
t/tss.html

John R. Drexel IV, third generation member of The Pilgrims Society, New York,
currently on its executive committee, as was his father, is descended from Francis
Drexel, who started Drexel & Company in the wake of the Panic of 1837, in which
banking interests suddenly suspended specie payments for their notes. According
to Wikipedia, Drexel “became one of the largest banks in the United States,”
Drexel University in Philadelphia is dominated by “Nick” (above). Drexel &
Company later merged with J. Pierpont Morgan in 1871 and handled a $260
million Federal bond issue in 1877. Ted Butler recently named Drexel Burnham
Lambert as being the large silver short as of 1983. Drexel’s wife, Jacqueline Astor,
is a relative of John Jacob Astor, “landlord of New York,” who was the main
domestic power in the second United States Bank (1816-1836). The Bank allowed

conversion of its notes into specie gold or silver only at branches most distant
from the issuing branch! With 18 branches as of 1817, weren’t they the typical
toxic bankers! The bank’s chief was Nicholas Biddle, and over the years the Biddle
family has married into other Pilgrims Society families, including the Drexels. The
New York Social Diary deleted a reference it posted as to Vincent Astor (Pilgrims
Society) as having transmitted property all over Manhattan that today “would
probably be worth over a hundred billion.” “History of the Great American
Fortunes” by Myers noted the phenomenally extensive Astor frauds from pages
93 to 175, with comments such as “it can at once be seen in what transcendent
degree Astor’s wealth towered far above that of every other rich man in the
United States” (as of the mid-1840’s). The Astors have also been prominent in the
leadership of The Pilgrims of Great Britain. Drexel IV has in his ancestry the Earls
of Camoy, British nobility tracing to 1313! Franklin Roosevelt took an 11 day
cruise on Vincent Astor’s yacht “Nourmahal” before nationalizing gold and silver,
the Astors already had a long history of collusion with government officials to
crush their competitors!
Below, Paul Volcker, in the management of The Pilgrims Society of the United
States, 122 East 58th Street, New York, feeds instructions to their marionette
President Obama. Volcker is the Pilgrims Society member who as a result of
terms of the “bailout” loan to the Hunts he arranged for them in the wake of their
being crushed by Pilgrims Society member William Simon, of the COMEX
management and ex-Treasury Secretary who bombed gold for almost a 50%
decline, caused the Hunts to forfeit 59 million silver ounces by 1986! All the
hoopla about NYMEX, COMEX, the Fed, HSBC, Treasury, Bank of England,
JPMorganChase, Goldman Sachs, Bank for International Settlements, Barclay’s
Bank, International Monetary Fund, Morgan Stanley and other such entities is
way misplaced, because the dominant personalities in all these institutions are
members of The Pilgrims Society, which is the SINGLE SOURCE of the precious
metals suppression! It’s far past time the metals community start seriously
focusing on this one organization; in such event, the tide turns our way, as the
manipulators are forced into a continually off balance posture! Please ask those

you look to for leadership for action on this matter! Don’t keep trimming the
tree, pull it up by the roots!

SEE BELOW IMAGE!

http://silverstealers.net/tss.html
(Updated with 325 illustrations, the most penetrating overview of silver
suppression in the world.)
100% free access!

www.nosilvernationalization.org
(The most detailed site in existence on Franklin Roosevelt’s gold and silver
nationalization, the author is one of only two longs ever cited by the Silver
Users Association in its Washington Report.)

The author has nothing to sell you because he’s more concerned about your
property rights than making a buck off you!

"A Secret Society gradually absorbing the wealth of the
world."
--- Last Will & Testament of diamond monopolist Cecil Rhodes

“HERE AND EVERYWHERE”
Prueher, Dempsey, Flint, Agius, Duffy, Hastert and Greenert are possible
members, both Rockefellers are extremely likely members, the others are
confirmed members. Agius of Barclays is the son in law of a member, that being
Edmund DeRothschild. No leaked list has surfaced since the 1980 roster. The
Society is the only major globalist organization in the world refusing to release a
list of members, and most founders of Bilderberg in 1954 were Pilgrims members.
That should suggest something as to its importance; however, a significant
number of members not in the 1980 list, have been identified by reliable means.

